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Abstract: We discuss the restricted linear group in infinite dimensions modeled by
the Schatten class of rank 2p = 4 which contains the (3 + l)-dimensional analogs of
the loop groups and is closely related to Yang-Mills theory with fermions in (3 + 1)dimensions. We give an alternative to the construction of the "highest weight"
representation of this group found by Mickelsson and Rajeev. Our approach is close
to quantum field theory, with the elements of this group regarded as Bogoliubov
transformations for fermions in an external Yang-Mills field. Though these cannot
be unitarily implemented in the physically relevant representation of the fermion
field algebra, we argue that they can be implemented by sesquilinear forms, and that
there is a (regularized) product of forms providing an appropriate group structure.
On the Lie algebra level, this gives an explicit, non-perturbative construction of
fermion current algebras in (3 + 1) space-time dimensions which explicitly shows
that the "wave function renormalization" required for a consistent definition of the
currents and their Lie bracket naturally leads to the Schwinger term identical with
the Mickelsson-Rajeev cocycle. Though the explicit form of the Schwinger term
is given only for the case p = 2, our arguments apply also to the restricted linear
groups modeled by Schatten classes of rank 2p = 6,8,... corresponding to current
algebras in (d + l)-dimensions, d = 5,7,

1. Introduction
In recent years it has become obvious that the representation theory of certain
infinite dimensional Lie groups and algebras can contribute in an essential way to
the understanding of quantum field theory. Well-known examples are the Virasoro
algebra and the affine Kac-Moody algebras which have been of crucial importance
for recent spectacular progress in two dimensional conformal field theory.
* Erwin Schrόdinger-fellow, supported by the "Fonds zur Fδrderung der wissenschaftlichen
Forschung" under the contract Nr. J0789-PHY
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The groups Map(Md; G) of maps from a ^/-dimensional manifold Md to some
(compact, semisimple) Lie group G naturally arise as gauge groups for Yang-Mills
theories on space-time Md x IR in the Hamiltonian formalism. General principles
of quantum theory imply that the Hubert space of such models should carry a
highest-weight representation of the gauge group. This strongly suggests that such
representations of Map(Md; G) and its Lie algebra map(Md; g) (g the Lie algebra
of G) should be of crucial importance for quantum gauge theories, and, on the other
hand, that quantum field theory should give a natural guide for finding interesting
representations of these groups and algebras.
Indeed, the by-now well-understood representation theory of the loop groups
M a p ^ 1 ; G) and loop algebras map^S1; g) [PS, KR] has provided a general, rigorous basis for (1 + l)-dimensional quantum gauge theories. Especially, the wedge
representations of M a p ^ 1 ; G) and m a p ^ 1 ; g) allows for a complete understanding
and accounting for all ultra-violet divergences arising in the fermion sector of dimensional Yang-Mills theories with fermions1 on a cylinder (= space-time Sι x IR)
[M2]. The chiral (left- and/or right-handed) fermion currents arising naturally in
such models with massless fermions, are identical with the ones proving the standard wedge representation of the affine Kac-Moody algebra m a p ^ 1 g) (= central
extension of map^S1; #)), and the cocycle giving the central extension has a natural
interpretation as a Schwinger term. Moreover, it is such Schwinger terms which are
responsible for anomalies: For gauge theories with Weyl (= chiral) fermions they
lead to the gauge anomaly in the commutators of Gauss' law generators, though
there is no such gauge anomaly for Dirac ( = non-chiral) fermions (the Gauss' law
generators involve a sum of the left- and right-handed chiral currents leading to
Schwinger terms with opposite signs which can be arranged such that they cancel),
these Schwinger terms show up in the commutators of the temporal and the spatial
components of the vector current and lead to the chiral anomaly [J, LS2].
A central role in these developments has been played by the infinite dimensional
group Gi modeled by the Hilbert-Schmidt class and for which a well-developed
representation theory exists [PS, M2]. This group contains all loop groups as subgroups, and representations of the latter are naturally obtained by restriction from
the ones of Gi [PS]. The interesting representations of Gi are not true but projective ones and correspond to true representations of a central extensions Gi of Gi.
The most important of these is the wedge representation which is a highest weight
representation of G\ on the fermion Fock space [M2].
From a quantum field theory point of view, Gi is identical with the group
of all Bogoliubov transformations which are unitarily implementable in the physical
Hubert space of some arbitrary model of the relativistic fermion in an external field,
and the construction of the wedge representation of Gi is equivalent to constructing
the implementers of these Bogoliubov transformations [CR, Rl, M2]. This requires
some regularization which, on the Lie algebra level, corresponds to normal ordering
of fermion bilinears and which can be done with mathematical rigor [CR]. The very
definitions of Gi and its Lie algebra gi can be regarded as a general characterization of the degree of divergence where this kind of regularization is sufficient. It
is this regularization which leads to the non-trivial 2-cocycle providing the central
extension [L3]. On the Lie algebra level one obtains a highest weight representation
1

In this paper I am discussing only quantum field theories with fermions. I am planning to
report on corresponding results for bosons in a forthcoming publication.
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of a central extension gi of gi. We refer to the latter as abstract current algebra
in (1 + \ydimensions as it contains all currents referred to above and also all other
operators of interest for gauge theories with fermions on a cylinder. This construction also shows on a very general, abstract level how regularizations can lead to
Schwinger terms implying anomalies [CR, GL].
There are two approaches to these current algebras in (1 + l)-dimensions: the
original one based on the theory of quasi-free representations of fermion field algebras was pioneered by Lundberg [Lu] and worked out in all mathematical detail by
Carey and Ruijsenaars [CR]. It is conceptually very close to quantum field theory.
The other approach is by means of determinant bundles over infinite dimensional
Grassmannians [PS, M2] and seems to be preferred by mathematicians.
In higher dimensions, the situation is much more difficult. This can be traced
back to that fact that the gauge groups Map(M^; G) for d = 3,5,... are not contained in Gi in any natural way - ultra-violet divergencies are worse in higher
dimensions. There is, however, an infinite dimensional group Gp9p = (d + l)/2,
modeled on a Schatten class and containing Map(M^; G) as subgroups [PS, MR].
These groups are the natural starting point for a generalization of the theory of loop
groups and affine Kac-Moody algebras to higher dimensions. Similar to (1 + 1)dimensions, it is natural to regard the definition of G^ as a general classification
of the degree of ultra-violet divergencies one encounters in the fermion sector of
gauge theories with fermions in (d + l)-dimensions.
A generalization of the "Grassmannian approach" [PS] to the abstract current
algebras from (1 + 1)- to (3 + 1)- and higher even dimensional space time was
developed by Mickelsson and Rajeev [MR] and Mickelsson [Ml, M3] (see also
[M2]). They were able to construct a "highest weight" representation2 of an Abelian
extension G^ of Gp for p > 1 on a bundle of fermion Fock spaces. On the Lie
algebra level this leads to a fermion current algebra with a cocycle corresponding
to an operator-valued Schwinger term depending on a variable in a set Gr^ carrying
a non-trivial representation of Gp. Moreover, they tried - without success - to find
a Hubert space H such that the currents are selfadjoint generators of one-parameter
families of unitary operators on H. Later on it was shown by Mickelsson [Ml] and
Pickrell [P] that this is impossible: in higher dimensions than (1 + 1), the abstract
current algebras of Mickelsson and Rajeev [MR] do not allow for a faithful, unitary
representation on a separable Hubert space.
From the physical point of view these Abelian extensions of Gp have a natural
d
interpretation: restricting gp to map(M ; #), the fermion currents of Mickelsson and
Rajeev [MR, Ml, M3] can be regarded as generators of the gauge transformations
in the fermion sector of Yang-Mills theory with Weyl fermions. The corresponding
restriction of Grp can be naturally identified with the space Λ of all static YangMills field configuration. The dependence of the Schwinger term on the Yang-Mills
field reflects the fact that in higher dimensions it is not possible to regularize fermion
bilinears independent of the Yang-Mills field. Indeed, it has been argued already
some time ago by Faddeev [F] and Faddeev and Shatiashvili [FS] that in (3 + 1)dimensions such an operator-valued Schwinger term should be present. It is natural
to expect (though to our knowledge it has not yet been proved) that the Schwinger
2

The quotation marks indicate that it is not a highest weight representation in the standard
terminology but something similar [Ml]
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term of Mickelsson and Rajeev for g 2 [MR] when restricted to map(M ; g) is
identical with the one of Faddeev and Shatiashvili [F, FS].
In this paper we give an alternative construction of "highest weight" representations of the Abelian extensions gp of gp for p > 1 [MR] by means of the theory
of quasi-free representations of fermion field algebras [CR], thus generalizing the
construction of abstract current algebras by Lundberg [Lu] from (1 + 1)- to higher
even dimensional space-time.
We hope that our approach is more transparent than the original one (at least
for physicists); moreover, it shows very explicitly "how the Hubert space is lost" in
higher dimensions, i.e. for the Lie groups G^ with/7 > 1: as mentioned above, Gi
is identical with the group of the Bogoliubov transformations which are unitarily
implementable in the physically relevant quasi-free representations of the fermion
field operators [Rl], and the implementers with the usual operator product as group
multiplication provide a representation of a central extension of Gi [PS]. For/? > 1,
the elements in G^ correspond to Bogoliubov transformations which are not unitarily
implementable. However, it was shown by Ruijsenaars [R2, R4] that they can be
implemented by sesquilinear forms [K], and these forms can be constructed from
the implementers of the Bogoliubov transformations in Gi by some multiplicative
regularization. The operator product of two such forms does not exist in general,
and therefore, in order to get a group structure for these implementers, one has
to regularize also the group multiplication. The problem is that the usual operator
product does not allow for a multiplicative regularization maintaining associativity.
We show that one can define another product, * , for the implementers of the
Bogoliubov transformations in Gi, and this naturally leads to the group strucuture of
an Abelian extension of Gi. We demonstrate that * is (not identical but) equivalent
to the operator product, and the resulting Abelian extension of G\ is trivial insofar as
it is equivalent to the central one obtained with the operator product. We then argue
that for each p e N, there is a unique "minimal" regularization of the *-product
maintaining associativity, and this provides a group structure for the regularized
implementers corresponding to the Abelian extension of G^ introduced in [MR] (in
fact, we are able to show this explicitly only for p = 2; however, the results of
[MR, FT] indicate that this is true for all p G N). Moreover, for each / ? ^ 1 , the
(regularized) implementers together with the (unique regularized) *-product can be
naturally interpreted as a representation of Gp on a space of sections in a Fock
space bundle which has the mathematical structure of a module [H] over a ring of
fΰnctionals. For/? = 1, the Fock spaces above different points of the base space of
this bundle are all unitarily equivalent and can be naturally identified. However, this
is not true for p > 1. On the Lie algebra level, this implies that the construction of
abstract current algebras in 2/?-dimensions, p > 1, requires not only a regularization
of the currents, but one has to regularize their commutators as well. Our results
show that there is no proper regularization of the usual commutator of the currents
maintaining the Jakobi identity, but there is (an essentially unique) one for another,
non-trivial Lie bracket of the currents which arises from the *-product.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is preliminary: we define our
notation and motivate the groups G^ and their Lie algebras gp by discussing Weyl
fermions in external Yang-Mills fields, and (for the convenience of the reader)
summarize the basic facts about generalized determinants which are essential for
our construction. The definitions of the Abelian extensions G^ and gp introduced in
[MR], together with the related Lie group and Lie algebra cohomology of Gp and
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g p are summarized in Sect. 3. A review of the formalism of quasi-free representations of fermion field algebras is given in Sect. 4. The *-product for the unitary
implementers of Bogoliubov transformations, and the corresponding Lie bracket for
the abstract current algebra in 2-dimensions are introduced and discussed in Sects.
5 and 6, respectively. In Sect. 7 we show how the representations of G^, p > 1,
are obtained by an essentially unique multiplicative regularization, and we derive
from this the abstract current algebras in (d + l)-dimensions, d = (2p — 1), in Sect.
8. We end with a few comments in Sect. 9. Details of the calculations are left to
five Appendices.
A short account on the results of this paper appeared in [LI, L2] and was
discussed in [M5].
2. 1-Particle Formalism
2.1 Fermions in External Yang-Mills Fields. We consider Weyl fermions in
(d + l)-dimensional space-time, coupled to an external Yang-Mills field A with
the structure group G = U(N) or SU(iV) in the fundamental representation. The
space Md is assumed to be a smooth (i.e. C°°), oriented, riemannian spin manifold
with a given spin structure, and it is convenient to assume that the space Md is
compact. (In the case of a non-compact space) (e.g. Md = IR^), we restrict ourselves to Yang-Mills fields and gauge transformations with compact support). For
xJ some local coordinates on Md and d = Σ/=i d/djt 7' the usual exterior derivative,
the Yang-Mills field is a g-valued 1-form on Md: A = J2J=iAjdxJ9
with g the Lie
algebra of G.
The quantum description of one fermion can be given in the Hubert space
h = L2(Md) 0 V of square integrable functions with values in the finite dimensional
Hubert space V which carries representations of the spin structure and of G and
g (to simplify notation, we do not distinguish the elements in G and g from their
representatives on V). On this 1-particle level, the time evolution is generated by
the usual Weyl Hamiltonian DA [M2] which is a self-adjoint operator on h, and
gauge transformations are given by smooth, G-valued functions U on the space
Md:
ι

DAu

(1)

with Au = U~ιAU + iU~ιdU the gauge transformed Yang-Mills field as usual.
We will be mainly concerned with gauge transformations of the form U = exp(iίw)
with t G 1R, and u some smooth, ^-valued function on Md\ we denote such an u
as infinitesimal gauge transformation. Obviously, every gauge transformation can
be identified with a unitary operator on h (which we denote by the same symbol),
and the group multiplication in the group Map(M^; G) of all gauge transformations
is identical with the product as operators on h. Similarly, the infinitesimal gauge
transformations u can be identified with self-adjoint, bounded operators u on h, and
the Lie bracket in the Lie algebra map(M^; g) of all infinitesimal gauge transformations ( = pointwise commutator) is identical with the commutator as operators on

?
3

Strictly speaking, the Lie bracket is i
always omit the factor i" 1 .

ι

x commutator. We find it convenient, however, to
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2.2. Linear Groups and Lie Algebras Modelled on Schatten Classes. For / ? e N ,
we denote as Bp(h) the (so-called) Schatten class of all bounded operators a on h
with a finite norm
\\a\\p = M(a*af2)]ι*>
(2)
(tr( ) is the trace in h). Thus \x(ar) can be defined only if a G Bp{h) with p^r.
Especially, B\(h) and ^(A) are the trace class and the Hilbert-Schmidt class, respectively. By definition, B^h) is the set of all compact operators on h, and
|| ||oo = II-II (= operator norm). Note that a G Bp(h% b G Bq(h) implies ab G Br(h)
for all r ^ y- + M

, especially cP G #i(A) for a G 5p(Λ).

The essential ingredient for constructing the appropriate multiparticle theory is
ε = signφ^) (with sign(x) = 1(— 1) for JC^O (x < 0) and ε defined via the spectral
theorem for self-adjoint operators [RSI]) which is a grading operator4 on h. Physically, ε characterizes the splitting of the 1-particle Hubert space h in the subspaces
h± = ^(1 ± ε)h of positive (+) and negative (—) energy states, and it determines
the appropriate quasi-free representation of the fermion field algebra corresponding
to "filling up the Dirac sea" (see Sect. 4).
It can be shown that gauge transformations U G map(Md; G) have the following
crucial property [MR]:
[U,ε]eB2p(h),
(3)
and the rank 2p of the Schatten class is determined by the dimension of Md:

5

(4)

2p = (d+l).

This allows us to embed Map(Md; G) in the larger group Gp(h; ε) of all unitary
operators U on h obeying the condition (3). Similarly, map(M^; g) can be embedded
in the Lie algebra gp(h; ε) of all bounded, self-adjoint operators U on h obeying
this condition (3). These definitions naturally extend to p = oo. Note that for all
] ? G N U {OO}, Gp(h; ε) and gp(h; ε) both are Banach algebras with the norm ||| ||| p
given by

ll|£% = ^lim<H| + i||[t/,e]||2;,

(5)

({•>•} is the anticommutator as usual), and gp(h; ε) is the Lie algebra of Gp(h; ε).
In addition, we introduce the group Go(A; ε) of all unitary operators U on h with
(U — 1) G B\(h), and its Lie algebra go (A; ε) containing all self-adjoint operators in
Every gauge transformed Yang-Mills field Au gives rise to another grading
ι
operator F = άgn(DAu) = U~ εU. This suggests to introduce the set Grp(h; ε)
of all grading operators of the form F = T~λεT for some T G Gp(h; ε), and due
to (3)
4
5

2

I.e., ε = 1 (identity) and ε* = ε, where * denotes the Hubert space adjoint
The dimension comes in as follows: by direct calculation one can estimate [MR]
oo

^ const.

Jάkkd-ιk~2p

c
d

d

ι

(const, always finite for smooth functions. U\M i-> G) for some positive c, the άkk ~ resulting
from the volume element ddk
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(6)

(F-ε)eB2p(h)

VF G Grp(h; ε) (it is also easy to see that every grading operator satisfying this
relation is in Gτp(h\ ε)). This set carries a natural representation F —> Fu of the
group Gp(h; ε) with
Fu = U~ιFU ,

(7)

and it is a metric space with the metric
(8)

dp(F,F')=\\F~F'\\p

Vt/ e Gp(A; ε),F,F' € Gΐp(h; ε). Note that G,(A; F ) = Gp(h; ε) and gp(Λ; F) =
gp(Λ; ε) for all F £ Qτp(h; ε).6 Moreover,
Go(A; ε) C Gi(A; ε) C G2(h; ε) C

C Goo(Λ; e)

(9)

and GP(A; ε) is dense in Gg(A; ε) for p < q, and similarly for gp(h; ε) and
Grp(h; ε).
23. Generalized Determinants [S]. For a a linear operator on a Hubert space h, the
(Fredholm) determinant det(α) exists if and only if (a — 1) G #i(/0, and det(αZ>) =
det(α)det(6) for all (a - 1),(6 - 1) G #i(λ). For \\a-l\\ < 1 we have then

det(α) = exp(tr(logα)) = exp{ g c - y
^ 7=1

thus suggesting to define the generalized determinant detp(α) for (a - 1) G
/? > 1, by just omitting in this expression the non-existing traces:

J
Indeed, one can show that for {a — 1) G Bp(h), the operator

Rp(a) = -l+a

exp^ }j-γ^—L^ 7=1

J

\

(i 0 )

}

is in B\(h), hence
detp(α)=Ξdet(l+Λp(fl))

(11)

exists, and for \\a — 1|| < 1 it coincides with the expression given above. Moreover,
the mapping Bp{h) 3 α π det^α) is continuous in the norm \\ \\p9 and α G Bp{h) is
invertible if and only if det^^ΦO.
It is natural to regard detp( ) as the minimal multiplicative regularizatίon of
det( ) appropriate for Bp(h). Note that deti( ) = det( ), and de
for/? > 1.
6

The norms Hl-H^ defined above obviously depend on F; however, it can be easily shown that
they are equivalent (give rise to the same topology) for all F £ Gxp(h\ ε)
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3. Cohomology and Abelian Extensions
In this section we introduce some terminology needed in the sequel.
3.1. Abelian Extensions of Lie Groups. Let p G No U {oo}. We introduce the set
Cp(A; ε) = MapίGr^Λ; ε); U(l))

(12)

7

of "smooth" functions μ:Gτp(h; ε) -+ U(l); F ι-> μ(F); Cp(h; ε) is an Abelian
group under point-wise multiplication:
(μv)(F) = μ(F)v(F) ,

(13)

and it carries a natural representation μ \-> μu of the group Gp(h; ε) with
(μu)(F) = μ(Fu) = μ(U~ιFU)

(14)

V/i G Cp(h; ε), U G Gp(h; ε), F G Qrp(h; ε).
"Smooth", Cp(Λ; ε)-valued functions β and χ on Gp(h; ε) and G^A; ε) x
Gp(h; ε) satisfying

WW

J8(l)=l

(15)

(the bar denotes complex conjugation) and
χ(V\

U*) = χv*u*(U, V),

χ(U, U*) = 1

(16)

VC/, K G G^ίA; ε) are called 1-cochains and 2-cochains of the group G^(A; ε), respectively.8 We consider the set
Gp(h; ε) = Gp(h; ε) x Cp(h; ε)

(17)

with a multiplication given by
(C/,μ) (K,v) = (UV9μvuχ(U,V))

(18)

for all (t/,μ), (F,v) G GpίA; ε), with χ some 2-cochain. It is easy to see that this
multiplication is associative and allows for an inverse if and only if χ satisfies
χ(U, V)χ(UV, W) = χu(K W)χ(U9 VW)

(19)

for all U,V9W G Gp(h; ε). Moreover, these relations imply that we can define an
involution
(U,μ) ~(U,μ)* =(U;μu*)
(20)
making Gp(A; ε) to an unitary group (i.e. the inversion is equal to the involution).
Equation (19) is a 2-cocycle relation, and a 2-cochain χ satisfying it is a 2-cocycle
of Gp(h; ε) [F, FS, M2].
7

The quotation marks in "smooth" (here and elsewhere in the paper) are to indicate that we do
not give a precise definition of the meaning of this term and use it only in a sloppy way as we
do not really need all its implications and want to avoid irrelevant technical discussions. In fact,
all we require is that the differentiations necessary to go from the group to the Lie algebra level
(see the next section) are well-defined
8
Note that our definition adequate for groups with involution is slightly more restrictive than
the usual one [M2]
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For every 1-cochain β of Gp(h; ε), there is an automorphism σβ of Gp(h; ε)
given by
(21)
for all (U,μ) G Gp(h; ε). It is easy to see that the σβ((U9μ)) have product relations
similar to (18) with χ replaced by δβχ, δβ the 2-cochain given by

(22,
and satisfying the 2-cocycle relation (19) trivially. A 2-cochain of the form δβ (22), β
some 1-cochain, is called a 2-coboundary of Gp(h\ ε). Thus it is natural to regard
the product (18) equivalent to all those obtained by replacing χ with δβχ, δβ any
2-coboundary of Gp(h; ε), and the Abelian extensions Gp(h; ε) are in one-to-one
correspondence to equivalence classes of 2-cocycles of Gp(h; ε) which are equal up
to a 2-coboundary.
Remark. Obviously the group Gp(h; ε) is the semi-direct product of Cp(h; ε) by
Gp(h; ε) with the action of the latter on the former given by Eq. (14) [M2]. There is
another Abelian extension which is the direct product oίCp(h; ε) with Gp(h; ε), and
a corresponding cohomology which is similar (but simpler) than the one discussed
above (see e.g. [L3]). A similar remark applies to the Lie algebra cohomology
discussed below.
Note that the *-product introduced in Sect. 5 is naturally associated with this
semidirect product cohomology of G\(h; ε), whereas the usual operator product is
associated with its direct product cohomology [L3].
3.2. Abelian Extensions of Lie Algebras. The Lie algebra of Cp(h; ε) (12) is the
set
cp(h; ε) - mapiGr/A; ε); R )
(23)
of "smooth" maps m: Gτp(h; ε) —> R; F H m(F) with the Lie bracket given by
(24)

[m9n](F) = [m(F),"(F)] = 0>

Corresponding to (14), the natural representation m —
ι • Cum of gp(h; ε) on cp(h; ε)
is given by the Lie derivative,
(Cum)(F) = A m ( e - ^ F e

i ί w

)|^

(25)

Vm G Cp(A; ε), u G gp(h; ε), F G Gxp(h\ ε).
Similar to the group case, 1-cochaίns and 2-cochains of gp(h; ε) are "smooth,"
linear, antisymmetric, cp(h; ε)-valued maps on gp(h; ε) and gp(h; ε) x gp(h; ε), respectively. The Lie algebra corresponding to Gp(h; ε) is
£p(h; ε) = gp(h; ε) Θ cp(h; ε)

(26)

with the Lie bracket given by

[(«, m), (ι;, n)] = A A ( e i ί w , e i ί w ). (e^, e k n )
idi

•(e

ld^

,e

; (e

,e

j|J=ί=0 .
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Using (18), a simple calculation gives
[(«, m\ (p, n)] = ([«, Ό], Cun - Cvm + c(u, v))

(28)

with
Φ, v) = A A.χ(e^

-v)χ(e-^

e

e

- t o ) z ( e i β l e i W ) e-''« e -'-)| ί = / = 0 ,

(29)

a 2-cochain as (27) implies antisymmetry: c(u,v) = —c(v,u). It follows from (19)
that c obeys the relation
c(u, [v, w]) + £ M φ , w) = c([w, υ], w) - C^c{u, v)
w)

(30)

for all u,v,w e gp(h; ε% which is equivalent to [ ,•] fulfilling the Jacobi identity.
Equation (30) is a 2-cocycle relation, and a 2-cochain satisfying it is a 2-cocycle
of gP{h\ ε).
The analog of the automorphism σβ (21) is the map
sb((u,m))EE(u,m + b(u))

(31)

with b the 1-cochain
b{u) = ^ / ( e ^ U

(32)

this changes c to c — db with d& the 2-cochain given by
db(μ9 v) = b([u, i?]) - Cub(v) + £„&(«)
(33)
and satisfying (30) trivially; such a άb is denoted as 2-coboundary of gp(Λ; ε).
Similar as in the Lie group case, we regard the Lie bracket (28) equivalent to the
ones obtained by replacing c with c — άb, b any 1-cochain.
4. Quantization of Fermions in External Fields
4.1. Fermion Field Algebras and Fock Spaces. In the spirit of the algebraic approach to quantum field theory [HK], we start with the fermion field algebra Λ(h)
over h which contains the observable algebra as subalgebra. Λ(h) is defined as C*algebra with involution a\-> a*, generated by the elements ψ*(f),f £ h, such that
the mapping/ —
ι > ψ*(f) is linear and the following CAR are fulfilled:

{φ(f),ψ*(g)} =
0

V.flfGA,

(34)

with

Ψ(f) = Ψ*(fr V/e/*

(35)

((•, •) denotes the inner product in h).
In this paper we consider only unitary representations of Λ(h) on the Fock space
T{K) over h, where the involutuion * can be identified with taking the Hubert space
adjoint [BR2] (note that we use the same symbol * to denote the Hubert space
adjoint in h and in
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G h, be the annihilation (creation) operators on T(h) satisfying the
a(f)Ω = 0 Mfeh

(36)

with Ω the vacuum in !F{h). We denote as Vat(h) the set of algebraic tensors in
F(f) which is the linear span of the monomials
a\fι)a\f2)...a*(fn)Ω
with/ij2, -fn G h and n G N o . Note that Vat(h) is dense in FQί).
The free (= Fock-Cook) representation 771 of Λ(h) on TQί) is given by
V/GΛ.

a^\f)

(37)

For all unitary operators U on h9 there is a unique unitary operator Γ(U) on
such that
Γ(U)a{*\f)r(Uy = a{*\Uf) V/ G K Γ(U)Ω = Ω ,
(38)
and one can show that
Γ(U)Γ(V) = Γ(UV),

Γ(U*) = Γ(U)*

(39)

for all unitary operators U, V on h [BR2]. Hence Γ( ) provides a unitary representation of the group G(h) of all unitary operators on h. Moreover, for u a self-adjoint
operator on h,Γ(eltu) is a strongly continuous 1-parameter family of unitary operators on F{h\ hence (Stone's theorem [RS2])
Γ(Qitu) = e it/(M)

(40)

J(u) = ^-tΓ(QitU)\t=o

(41)

with

a self-adjoint operator on T(h) [BR2]. The operators J(u) are unbounded in general,
even if u is bounded. However, the set

V°°(h) = {φe .F(Λ)|||Λrfy|| < oo Vifc G N}

(42)

(|| || the Hubert space norm) with ] V Ξ J ( 1 ) the particle number operator, can be
shown to be a common, dense, invariant domain of definition for all J(w), u a
bounded, self-adjoint operator on h. Moreover, it follows from (39) that
[J(u)9J(Ό)]=J(iu9v])

(43)

on V°°(h), i.e. that u H-> J(U) provides a unitary representation of the Lie algebra
g(h) of bounded, self-adjoint operators on h [BR2].
Especially, Γ( ) and «/(•) by restriction give representations for all the Lie groups
and Lie algebras Map(M^; G) and map(Md; g), respectively. However, these are
no highest weight representations, hence they are not very interesting from a mathematical point of view [KR]. This corresponds to the fact that the free representation
Π\ (37) of the fermion field algebra A(h) is not the one of interest to quantum
field theory: The time evolution is implemented in this representation by Γ(Q~UDA),
and its generator J(DA), the multi-particle Hamiltonian, is not bounded from below
[CR, GL].
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4.2 Quasi-Free Representations. A physically relevant representation for the model
can be constructed by "filling up the Dirac sea" [CR]: Let

h = h+®h-,

h±=P°±h,

P°± = ^(l±ε),

ε = sign(DA)

be the splitting of the 1-particle Hubert space in positive and negative energy subspaces as discussed in Sect. 2.2. Then the quasi-free representation Πε of Λ(h) is
given by J7 e (^*>(0) = l A s

ε),

φ*(f; ε) = a\P%f) + a(CεP°_f)

Ψ eh

(44)

with Cε a conjugation9 on h commuting with ε. Indeed, one can easily check the
multi-particle Hamiltonian in this representation is J(\DA\) (with \DA\ = DAε) and
positive [GL].
Obviously, we can construct a quasi-free representation ΠF of A(h) for any
grading operator F on h. ΠF is called unitarily equivalent to Πε if there is a
unitary operator U(F, ε) on T{h) such that

U(F9 ε ) f (/; ε) = φ*(/; FJλ(F, ε) V/ G h .

(45)

The well-known necessary and sufficient condition for this to be the case is [KS]
(F-ε)e B2(h) ,

(46)

hence Gτ\(h; ε) introduced in the last section is just the set of grading operators F
with ΠF unitarily equivalent to Πε.
Remark. The conjugation Cε required for the construction of the quasi-free representation Πε (44) is not unique. Indeed, if U is a unitary operator on h commuting
with ε, then

c? = u-χcεu
is a conjugation on h commuting with ε if (and only if) Cε is. However, this
ambiguity is harmless as the representations obtained with different choices for this
conjugation are all unitarily equivalent: Indeed, one easily sees that

a\P%f) + a(C"P0_f) = Γ(P°+ Θ C»CεP°_)[a\Plf) + a(CεP°_F)]

with Pi θ C^CεP°_ the unitary operator on h which is 1 on h = P%h and
on h-

=P°_h.

In the following, we find it convenient to fix this ambiguity as follows: for
a given ε we assume that some conjugation Cε is chosen. Then for any unitary
operator £/, the grading operator F = U~ιεU has the conjugation CF = U~ιCεU.
9

I.e., Cε is anti-linear and obeys
(Q/;C ε ί ? ) =
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4.3. Bogoliubov Transformations. Let F be any grading operator on h.
Every unitary operator U on h defines an automorphism OLJJ of the fermion field
algebra Λ(h):
{
(
\
\
V/GA.
(47)
Such an ocu is called a Bogoliubov transformation. It is called unitarily implementable in the quasi-free representation ΠF if there is a unitary operator Γ(U; F)
on T{}ί), a (so-called) implementer, such that

f(U; F)f(f; F) = f(Uf; F)f(U; F) V / G A .

(48)

If the implementer f(U; F) exists it is unique up to a phase [Rl]. The well-known
necessary and sufficient criterion for this to be the case is the Hilbert-Schmidt
condition [Rl]
(49)

[U,F]eB2(h)9

hence G\(h; F) introduced in the last section can be identified with the group of
all unitarily implementable Bogoliubov transformations in ΠF.
5. Group Structure of the Implemented
5.7. General Discussion. Let F e Gr\(h; ε). It is known that then the implementers
Γ( ; F) provide a projective representation of the Lie group G\{h\ ε) with the usual
operator product as group multiplication [L3]. However, it is possible to define
another product, * , also providing a group structure of the implementers: From the
defining relations (44) of the quasi-free representation ΠF one can see that every
Bogoliubov transformation αjy in ΠF can be written as

ψ\uf; F) = Γ(U)f(f; FU)Γ(U)*

V/ e h

(50)

u

(we just used UU* = l,U*FU = F ,U*CFU = CFu, and Eq. (38)). Using this
formula, Eq. (48), and assuming U9 V G G\(h; ε), we rewrite the Bogoliubov transformation OLUV in ΠF as follows:

f(UVf; F) =Γ(U)φ*(Vf; FU)Γ(U)* = Γ(U)f(V; Fu)Γ(U)*f(U; F)
x f(f; F)f(U; F)*Γ(U)f(V; Fu)*Γ(Uy .
From this we can see that the unitary operators Γ(U)f(V; Fu)Γ(U)*f(U;
F) and
f(UV; F) both implement the same Bogoliubov transformation ocuv in ΠF. As the
implementer of a Bogoliubov transformation is unique up to the phase [Rl], we
conclude that
f(U; F) • f(V; F) = Γ(U)f(V; Fu)Γ(Uyf(U;
= f(UV; F)χ(U,V; F)

F)
(51)

with χ some U(l)-valued function on G\(h; ε) x G\(h\ ε) x Gx\(h\ ε). It is natural to regard this as definition of a product * of two implementers. Associativity of
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this product
(f(U;F)*f(V;F))*f(W;F)
= Γ(UV)f(W; Fuv)Γ(UV)*(f(U; F) • f(V; F))
= f(U; F) * (f(V; F) * f(W; F))
= Γ(U)(f(V; Fu) * f(W; Fu))Γ(U)*f(U; F)
is equivalent to the following relation:
χ(U, V; F)χ(UV, W; F) = χ(V, W; Fu)χ(U, VW; F)

(52)

VU,V,W G Gi(A; ε) and F G Gri(A; ε). Similarly, it follows from (50) and (48)
that for U G d ( A ; ε\F G Gri(A; ε), the unitary operators Γ(U)*f(U; F)*Γ(U)
and f(U*; Fu) both implement the same Bogoliubov transformation ocu* in ΠFu
and therefore are equal up to a phase. The phases of the implementers are arbitrary,
and we assume them to be chosen in a "smooth" way (this is possible at least for
U in some neighborhood of the identity - see below) and such that
f([/*; Fu) = Γ(Uyf(U; FfΓ(U)9

f(l; F) = 1 .

(53)

This and (51) imply that
V*;Fuv),

χ(U,U*;F)=l

(54)

\/U, V G Gi(A; ε\F G Gri(A; ε). One can change the phase convention:
Γ{U\ F) -> f(U; F)β(U; F)

(55)

with β some "smooth" U(l)-valued function on Gi(A; ε) x Gri(A; ε) satisfying
Fu\

β(l; F) = 1

(56)

V£/ G Gi(A; ε),F G Gri(A; ε). This amounts to changing
X - δβχ

(57)

with

Moreover, the formula (59) for x below shows explicitly that the mapping
(U, V,F) H-> χ(U9 V; F) is "smooth" (at least locally, i.e. for U, V in some neighborhood of the identity) and satisfies all the relations given above. Thus the cohomology
as discussed in Sect. 3 naturally emerges here: writing χ(U9 V; F) = χ{U9 V)(F)9 one
can see that χ is a 2-cocycle of the group Gi(A; ε) as (52) are just the 2-cocycle
relations (19), and (54) is equivalent to (16). Similarly, δβ is a 2-coboundary and
(58) and (56) are equivalent to (22) and (15), respectively.
Remark. It is easy to see that the * - and the operator product are related to each
other: As f(U; F)f(V; F) also implements the Bogoliubov transformation OLUV in
Πp, there must be a phase η(U, V; F) such that
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f(U; F) * f(V; F) = η(U9 V; F)f(U; F)f(V; F) .
This allows us to identify
Γ(U)f(V; FU)Γ(UT = η(U, V; F)f(U; F)f(V; F)f(U; F)*
for all {/, V G Gi(A; ε),F G Gri(A; ε). One can regard η as an intertwiner relating
the semidirect-product and the direct-product cohomologies of G\(h; ε) (see the
remark in Sect. 3.1). Under a change of phases of the implementers (55) it obviously
transforms as
m

v ; F )

-

It is even possible to choose the phases of the implementers such that
η(U, V;F) = l,
i.e. that the * - and the operator product of the implementers coincide (below we
show this explicitly for U9 V G Gi(A; ε) in some neighborhood of the identity).
Hence at this stage, the two products are essentially the same. However, when
introducing the implementers fp(U; F) for U G Gp(h; ε\F G Gr^Λ; ε\p > 1, this
will be no longer the case: it is only the *-product that allows for a multiplicative
regularization leading to an associative product of these implementers, whereas all
non-trivial regularizations of the operator product are non-associative and give rise
to a non-trivial 3-cocycle [C]. Indeed, a non-trivial multiplicative regularization of
the operator product would provide a "highest weight" representation of a non-trivial
central extension of Gp(h; ε) which does not exist for p > 1 [P].
5.2. Explicit Formulas. The explicit form of the implementers f(U\ F) for U G
G\(h\ F\ F any grading operator on h, was worked out by Ruijsenaars [Rl], and
is quite complicated in general. Assuming, however, that P_UP- has a bounded
inverse on P-h, it simplifies and can be used to explicitly evaluate the 2-cocycle
χin(51).
We denote the set of all unitary operators U with P-UP- bijective on
{F
P_h as U(h;F), and U \h\ ε) = U(h; ε)Γ)U(h; F). Note that for all Fe
F
Gτp(h; ε), Gp(h; ε) Π U^ \h; ε) is a neighborhood (but no subgroup) of Gp(h; ε)
for all p G N o .
In Appendix A we prove that for all F G Gri(A; ε), U, V G d ( A ; ε) Π U{F)(h; ε),
the phases of the implementers can be chosen such that
det
n

'

'

'

( l + [/_
0

UPL]pLUPlVP_[PLVP_]
0

ι

0

0

0

0

1

\det(l + [P _V*P _]- P -V*P +U*P _[P _U*P°_]- ))

is independent of F. Moreover, we show that if in addition U, V G Go(Λ; ε), one
can write this locally as 2-coboundary: χ = δβ\, with

β l ( U ;

F)

Vdet(P» + [P°_U*P°_]~ι)

demonstrating that χ is locally a trivial 2-cocycle for Go(A; ε) but (as β\(U; F)
does not exist for general U G Gi(A; ε ) Π W ^ ( i ; ε)) non-trivial for Gi(A; ε).
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5.3. Interpretation. For each F G Gri(/z; ε) we have a quasi-free representation
Πp of the fermion field algebra Λ(h) on the Fock space T{K), and this can also
be regarded as a representation of A(h) on a Fock space bundle with the base
space Gv\(h\ ε) and fibres T(K). Equation (50) shows that it is natural to interpret
Γ(U; F)* as transformation from ΠFu to Πu. This suggests to define a mapping
f(U) on the space S\(h; ε) of sections in the above-mentioned bundle. To be specific, S\(h; ε) is the vector space of "smooth" mappings
F >-> Ψ(F) ,
and it is a C\(h\ ε)-module [H] with
σι(h;ε) = Mw(Grι(h;ε);<E)

(61)

the ring of "smooth," C-valued functions on Gΐ\(h; ε):
Vv G q(Λ; ε), !P G 5i(A; ε) .

(vΨ)(F) = (Ψv)(F) = v(F)Ψ(F)

(62)

Moreover, one can define an "inner product" 10 ,
((dΨl9 Ψ2))(F) = (ΨdF), Ψi{F)) \/Ψu Ψ2 G 5!(A; ε) .
Then if f(U)

(63)

is defined as 1 1
(f(U)Ψ)(F) = f(U;FTΓ(U)Ψ(Fu)

\/Ψ G 5i(A; ε) ,

(64)

the definition (51) of the ^-product implies
(Γ(U) * Π F ) ) ^ = Γ(U)(Γ(V)Ψ) = χ(U, V)Γ(UV)Ψ

(65)

MΨ G 5i(A; ε), (/, V G Gi(A; ε). Moreover, it follows from (53) the involution *
is identical with the adjungation
((Ψuf(U)Ψ2))(F)

= ((f(Uyψu

Ψ2)KFU)

\/Ψu Ψ2 G 5i(A; ε) ,

(66)

and the f(U) are unitary with respect to ((•,•)). Thus (ί/,v) »-> f(U)v provides a
"unitary" representation of an Abelian extension G\(h; ε) of Gi(A; ε) on the space
S\(h\ ε) of sections in a Fock-space bundle, and the corresponding 2-cocycle is
determined by (51) (and equal to χ(U,V; F) (59) in some neighborhood of the
identity).
Remark. As we can choose the 2-cocycle χ in (51) F-independent, G\(h; ε) is
equivalent a central extension of G\(h; ε). The latter is the same playing a prominent
role in the theory of loop groups as mentioned in the introduction (this can be
explicitly seen by combining our results here with the ones from Ref. [L3]).

6. Current Algebras in (1 + 1)-Dimensions
6.1. General Discussion. From the results of the last section one can easily obtain
the corresponding formulas on the Lie algebra level.
10
11

To be precise, a C\ih\ ε)-valued Hermitian sesquilinearform
I am grateful to S N. M. Ruijsenaars for suggesting this modification of my original argument
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For F G Gr\(h; ε) and u G gi(/z; ε), the current J(u; F) can be defined as
tu

J{u F)=-^tΓ{J

F)\t=0 .

(67)

Indeed, it was shown by Carey and Ruijsenaars [CR] that for any grading operator
F on h and all u G gi(λ; F\ there is a self-adjoint operator J(u; F) on FQί) such
that QιtJ^F) for all t G R implements the Bogoliubov transformation aQltu in 77/τ,
and it therefore must be equal to Γ(e1/M; F) up to a "smooth" function f/F:IR •—•
U(l);ί ι-» μF(eίtu). Moreover, V°°(h) (42) is a common, dense, invariant domain for
all J(w; F),u G gi(Λ; ε), hence by Stone's theorem [RS2], the differentiation in (67)
is defined in the strong sense on V°°{h). We define the Lie bracket of the currents
as 1 2

[J(u F)J(v; F)h =

idί id^

• -f(e

; F) * f ( e " ^ ; F) | ^ = 0 ,

(68)

and with (51) we obtain
[J(u; F)J(v; I Γ )]i = J([u9 v]; F) + c(u, v; F)

(69)

with the Schwinger term c a 2-cochain of the Lie algebra gi(A; ε) given by Eq.
(29) with χ (59), and therefore satisfying the 2-cocycle relation (30). In Appendix
C we show that

c(u,υ;F)=^*([u9ε][Ό9ε]ε).

(70)

This is the cocycle derived originally by Lundberg [Lu] (in a different but equivalent
form) and which is usually referred to as the Kac-Peterson cocycle [PS].
Changing the phases of the implementers (55) changes
J(u;F)^J(u;F) + b(u;F)

(71)

with b the 1-cochain of g\(h; ε) given by (32), and by an explicit calculation one
can check that this amounts to changing
c -* c - άb

(72)

with άb the 2-coboundary (33). Thus [ , ]i is not just the commutator. It is natural
to set

[J(u;F)MF)]ι=(£un)(F)

(73)

for all "smooth," C-valued functions n on Qr\(h; ε) as this definition naturally
accounts for (71), (72) and the Jacobi identity in (30).
Remark. As discussed above, in the phase convention leading to the F-independent
2-cocycle (59), the *-product coincides with the operator product; therefore, the
Lie bracket of the currents in (69) is equivalent to (but not identical with) the
commutator of these as operators on F(h).
12

Note that this is well-defined on V°°(h)
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6.2. Interpretation. Corresponding to the interpretation of Γ(U; F) as mapping
f(U) on the space S\(h; ε) of sections in a Fock space bundle in Sect. 5.3, it
is natural to set
J(u)Ψ = j ^ A e

ito

) y \t=o yψ e Sι(h; ε)

(74)

for all u G g\(h; ε). This defines the currents J(u) as mappings on S\(h; ε). Corresponding to (65), the Lie bracket of two such currents is
[J(u)J{υ)]x Ψ = [J(u)J(v)]Ψ

W G Sλ(h; ε)

(75)

with [ , •] the usual commutator. With (65) we obtain13
[J{u)j(υ)]λ=J{[uM)-c{u9υ)

(76)

\/u,v G gi(A; ε), showing that (u,n) »-> J(u) + n provides a "unitary" representation
of the Abelian extension gι(h; ε) associated with the 2-cocycle c (70) on S\(h\ ε).
Equations (74) and (75) give a simple interpretation to the Lie bracket [ , ]i in
Eq. (69) (and its seemingly strange property (73)): From (74) and (64) we obtain

hence
(J(μ)Ψ)(F) = (Cu + J(u; F))Ψ(F)

(77)

J(u; F) = τ^Γ(e i ί M ; F)*Γ(e i ί w ) \t=0= J(u) - J(u; F) .

(78)

with

This shows that it is natural to regard J(u) as Gauss's law generators rather than
as currents, and to interpret (76) as an abstract version of the algebra of the Gauss'
law constraint operators in (1 + l)-dimensions [J].
7. Multiplicative Regularization
7.1. General Discussion. For U G Gi(/z; ε), the implementer Γ(U; F) can be written as [Rl]
f F )
= E(U;F)N(U;F)
(79)
with E(U; F) an operator on TQί) evaluated such that it implements the Bogoliubov transformation OLU in ΠF (i.e. obeys (48)) and N(U; F) G C x a normalization
constant needed to make the implementer unitary. It is given (up to a phase) by the
condition that f(U; F)f(U; F) = 1, i.e.
I N(U; F)\~2= (Ω,E(U; F)E(U*; F)Ω) .
By the explicit formula for E(U; F) given in Eq. (A2) for U G Gi(A; ε) Π U{F\h\ ε)
one finds
13

The minus sign arises due to the complex conjugation
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; F)P°++P°_a(U; F)P_)) \
exp(tr(/*α(l7; F)P°++P°_a(U; F)P°_)*)
with a(U; F) defined in Appendix A, Eq. (A19) (we also show there that (80) is
well-defined).
The crucial point is that E(U; F) does not only exist for U G G\(h; ε), but
that it can be defined in as sesquilinear form [K] on the set Vat(K) of algebraic
tensors in T(ti) (cf. Sect. 4.1) for all U G Goo(/*; F). Hence the non-existence of
f(U; F) for general U G Gp(h; ε), p > 1, is only due to the non-existence of the
normalization constant N(U; F) (this observation is due to Ruijsenaars [R2, R4]).
As E(U; F) for U G Goo(Λ; F) obeys (48) in the form sense on Vat{h\ it is natural
to perform a multiplicative regularization of the implementers
(81)

f(U;F)-+fp(U;F)
and to define14

fp(U; F) = f (£/; F)β»(U; F)

(82)

with βp(U; F) such that it cancels the divergency in N(U; F) for all U G
Gp(h; ε),F G Gτp(h; ε). This regularization, however, is not sufficient due to the
fact that the operator product of forms cannot be defined in general. Explicitly we
find for F G Gri(A; ε), U, V G Gi(A; ε)ΠU(F\h; ε),

£(£/; F) * £(F; F) = S(U, V; F)E(UV; F) ,

(83)

with (see Appendix A, Eq. (A 10))
ι

ι

S(U, V; F) = det(l + [P-UVU*P-Γ P-UVU*P+UP-[P-UP-Γ )

.

(84)

15

This does not exist (diverges) for U,V 0 Gi(A; ε). Therefore, * is not the appropriate group multiplication for the implementers fp(U; F), and we are forced to
regularize it as well:
• ->*,.
(85)
From a quantum field theoretic point of view, it is natural to demand that the
regularizations (82) and (85) are minimal in a sense made precise below.
To be specific: Using the lemma in Appendix B, it is easy to see that
locally (i.e. for t/, V G Gp(h; έ)CλU{F\h\ e) and F G Grp(h; e)\P-UP+U*P- G
Bp(h\a(U; F) G B2p(h) (cf. (A19)), and the r.h.s. of Eq. (84) is formally of the
form det(l + ( •)) with (•••)£ BP(h)> As discussed in Sect. 2.3, a minimal regularization of the implementers (81) therefore amounts to dropping the non-existent
traces in (80), especially replacing the determinants in by regularized ones as follows:
N(U; F)-^ NP(U; F)
14

This and similar equations below have to be interpreted as follows: for each sequence in
G\(h; ε) converging to U G Gp(h; ε) in the H H^-norm, the r.h s has a well-defined limit depending
only on U, and the l.h.s is defined as this limit
15
One obtains a similar formula for the operator product - see [L3]
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and to define fp(U; F) (82) with
β

?{u'F)

=

mϋ^j

•

( 8 7 )

However, in order to regularize the *-product, we cannot simply replace in (84) the
det( ) by det p ( ) as the regularized product should be associative. Thus the (nontrivial) problem is to find an appropriate function β*:G\(h; ε) x Gr\(h; ε) —> C x
diverging for general U, V G Gp(h; ε) and F G Grp(h; ε) such that
fp(U;

β*(V' Fu)β*(U' F)
F))*pΓP(V; F) = fp(U; F) • fp(V; Ffp
^ { ^ f ) '

(88)

exists and is equal to fp(UV; F) up to a phase, as such (and only such) a regularization maintains associativity and leads to a projective representation of the group
Gi(A; ε), Then
fp(U; F)+pfp(V;

F) = fp(UV; F)χp(U, V; F)

(89)

with
(90)

βp = β»β*

and δ defined in (58).
Our discussion above can be summarized by saying that we have to find a
1-cochain βp of the group Gi(A; ε) such that χp (90) extends to a (non-trivial) 2cocycle of the group Gp(h; ε). Moreover (and this can be regarded as definition of
minimal regularization), βp should be such that locally

El

L_z zJ

z

±—-*- ~—zJ—I— j (9i)

with rp some 2-cochain of Gp(h; ε). Obviously, if such a 1-cochain βp exists, it is
locally unique up to a 1-cochain of G^A; ε), hence the minimal regularization and
the 2-cocycle χp of Gp(h; ε) in (90) are locally unique up to a 2-coboundary.
Remark. It is easy to see that the Γp(U; F) forp>
1 are in general sesquilinear
forms only and cannot be promoted to (unbounded) operators on T(ti). Indeed, for
U G Gi(A; F) it follows from (82) and the unitarity of f(U; F) that
2

{fp(U; F)\kfp(U; F)φ) =| β^(U; F) \ (φφ) \fφ G T(K) ,
and this does not exist for general U G G^A; F).
7.2. Explicit Result for p = 2. For p = 2, the 1-cochain providing the minimal
regularization as discussed above is given by
β2(U; F) = exp (^tr(P0_FPlUP0_U*P°_ -P0_UP0_(U*)PIFP°_)\

(92)
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(by using the lemma in Appendix B, it is easy to see that this is indeed a 1-cochain
of G\(h; ε)). The proof of this result is given in Appendix D.
The results of [MR, FT] show that the 1-cochains βp of G\(h; ε) with the
properties discussed in the last section exist for all p > 1.
7.3. Interpretation. Similar as discussed in Sect. 5.3 for the case/? = 1, it is natural to regard the implementers fp(U; F)*9 U G Gp(h; ε),F G Grp(h; ε), as mapping
fp(U) on the set Sp(h; ε) of sections in the Fock space bundle with the base space
Grp(h; ε) and the fibres TQi) carrying a module structure and defined completely
analogous to S\(h; ε). The ^-product can then be understood by a multiplicative
regularization of (65). Then
Γp(U)+pΓp(V)

= χp(U, V)Γp(UV) ,

(93)

and (U9v) t-> fp(U)v provides a representation of the Abelian extension Gp(h; ε) of
Gp(h; ε) associated with the 2-cocycle fo on Sp(h; ε). In contrast to the case p = 1,
the fp(U) forp>
1 are intertwiners between unitary inequivalent representations
of the fermion field algebra Λ(h).
8. Current Algebras in Higher Dimensions
8.1. Formal Construction. On the Lie algebra level, the currents Jp(u; F) for F G
Grp(h; ε) and u G gp(h; ε) can be formally defined as
J>;F)ΞAfp(eiV)|M,

(94)

and the (regularized) Lie bracket for such currents is
[Jp(u; F)Jp(v; F)]p ^ f p ( e i f t < ; F)+Pfp(e™; F)
• „ / > - * • ; n+ptpie-™; F)\s=t=0

.

(95)

Using (89), this results in (cf. Sect. 3.2)
[Jp(u; F)Jp{v;

F)]p = Jp([u,»]; F) + cp(u, v; F)

(96)

with cp = c given by Eq. (29) with χ = χp (90). It follows that
(97)

cp = c - dbp

with bp = b given by Eq. (32) for β = βp. Equation (96) provides the abstract
current algebra in (d + l)-dimensions, d = 2p - 1.
8.2. Explicit Results for p = 2. For p = 2 we obtainfrom(92)
b2(u; F)=--ίtr([«,ε][F,
lo
and C2 = c — d&2 results in

ε]),

(98)
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c2(u, v; F) = ±tr([[κ, ε], [υ, ε]](ε - F))

(99)

(the proof is contained in Appendix E). This is exactly the cocycle of Mickelsson
and Rajeev [MR].
8.3. Existence of the Currents. The discussion above is formal because we did not
give a precise mathematical meaning to the differentiation in (94). In this subsection
we complete our argument in this respect by showing that Jp(u; F) is defined as
sesquilinear form on Vat(h) for all u G gp(h; ε),F G Gτp(h; ε), p > 1.
It follows from the result of Carey and Ruijsenaars [CR] that
άE(u; F) = τ^£(e i ί w ; F) \t=0

(100)

(E is given in Appendix A, Eq. (A2)) exists in the strong sense on T>°°(h) (42) for
all u G gι(h; F\F any grading operator on h, and it is equal to
άE(u; F) = J(P+uP+) - /(i>_w'P_) + w+_a* a* + w_+αα

(101)

(μ* = CFU*CF) with u±τ = P±uPτ,J( ) (41), and w+_α*α*,w_+αα defined in Appendix A, Eqs. ( A 6 # Hence by (79) and (67),
J(u; F) = άE(u; F) + n(u; F)

(102)

with n = b given by (32) forβ = N (80). By explicit calculation
n(u; F)) = tr(κ(P_ - P°_)) = ^tr(^w(ε - F)P°+ + P°_u(ε - F)P°_)

(103)

(note that tr(β) = tc(P%aP% +P0_aP°_) for a G Bx(h)). For u G gi(A; e\F G
Gri(/ι; ε), the r.h.s. of this is obviously finite (cf. the lemma in Appendix B).
Now it is easy to see that though w+_α*α* and u-+aa exist as operators on
T(K) only if u±τ G B2(h) (cf. [CR]), they exist as sesquilinear forms on Vat(h)
whenever u±^ are compact operators. Hence dE(u; F) (101) exists as form on
VatQi) for all u G goo(h; F), and we define the r.h.s. of (100) to be equal to the
r.h.s. of (101) for all u G goo(h\ F). Then it follows from (94), (79) that
Jp(u; F) = J(μ; F) + b»(u; F)

(104)

with b% = b given by (32) for β = βp (87), and this exists as form on Vat(h) as (n +
bp)(u; F) is (by construction) finite for all u G gp(h; ε),F G Gτp(h; ε). Moreover,
(95) is equivalent to
Jp(u; F)Jp(v;

F)]p - [Jp(u; F)Jp(v;

F)]i - άb^(u9v; F)

(105)

with b* =b (32) for β = β£ (cf. (88)) (of course, this again gives (96) and (97)
with *, = # + # ) .
8.4. Complexification. The complexification gcp(h\ ε) of gp(h\ ε) is the Lie algebra
of all bounded operators u on h obeying [u,F] G Bp(h). Obviously,

Jp(u; F)=Jp {^ψ- , F) +UP fef; F)

(106)
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is well-defined as form on Vat{h), and it follows that u ι-> Jp(u; F) is linear and
the relations (96) are fulfilled for all w, v G gp(h; ε). Hence we have in fact a
representation of the complexification g£(/z; ε) of gp(h; ε).
8.5. Interpretation. The interpretation of the abstract current algebra in Sect. 6.2
generalizes trivially from (1 + 1) to (d + l)-dimensions, d = 2p — 1 ^ 3 , and we
have a representation of the Abelian extension gp(h\ ε) of gp(h; ε) associated with
the 2-cocycle cp on the space Sp(h; ε). Introducing
(107)

u;F)
with Jp defined similarly as J in Eq. (78), we can write (96) as
[Gp(μ; F)9 Gp(v; F% = gp([u9 υ]; F) - cp(u9 v; F) ,

(108)

where [% ]p is the regularized commutator defined similarly as [ , ]'p in (105). We
suggest to regard this as a general, abstract version of the anomalous commutator
relations of the Gauss' law constraint operators in (d + l)-dimensions, d = 2p — 1,
as discussed by Faddeev and Shatiashvili [F, FS].
9. Final Comments
One can expect that representations of the group G2 and its Lie algebra g2 as
studied in this paper could give a non-perturbative understanding of all ultraviolet
divergencies arising in the fermion sector of Yang-Mills theory with fermions in
(3 + l)-dimensions. Indeed, not only the implementers of the gauge transformations,
but many other (probably all) fermion operators of interest in these theories can be
regarded as a second quantization of operators in G2 or g2, no matter whether one
has Weyl- or massive or massless Dirac fermions.
For example, it is known that the Dirac operator Aί(0 for an arbitrary16 timedependent external Yang-Mills field A(t) is in g 2 (for ε = sign(Z)^), A an arbitrary Yang-Mills field configuration), and the time-evolution operators u(s, t) =
Γexp(—if*drA(r))
generated by DA(t) all are in G2 (see [M6] and references
therein). Hence, using the results of this paper, one can give an explict construction
of the time evolution operators U(s, t) for fermions interacting with A(t), as a family
of sesquilinear forms which are a 1-parameter group with respect to the * 2 -product,
i.e. obey the relations
U(t91) = 1,

U(r9s)+2U(s, t) = U(r91)

Vr,s9teΊBL.

(109)

Indeed, it is natural to set (cf. Sect. 5.3)
Zφ, 0 = γ(s, t)f2(u(s, 0; F(s))

(110)

17

with F(s) = u(s9to)εu(to9s)9to is arbitrary, and determine the phases γ(s9t) such
that the relations (109) are fulfilled. From (89) for/? = 2 one then gets a condition
16

Reasonably smooth
For A{t) —» 0 sufficiently fast for t —> — 00, a natural choice would be to = — 00 and ε =
signφo)
17
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with an essentially unique solution and which can be solved by a technique similar to
one described in [L3]. For Dirac fermions one has, of course, γ(s9t) = 1 Vs9r € R,
but for Weyl fermions one gets a non-trivial solution. The latter can also be used
for a simple, direct construction of the non-trivial phase of the iS-operator of Weyl
fermions in external, time-dependent Yang-Mills fields alternative to the one given
recently by Mickelsson [M6].
We finally remark that corresponding results for the Lie group G\ and Lie
algebra gi are already sufficient for a complete understanding of (1 + l)-dimensional
gauge theories with fermions. However, this crucially relies on the fact that YangMills fields on a cylinder have only a finite number of physical degrees of freedom
with an (essentially) unique Hubert space representation and therefore do not lead
to divergencies (see e.g. [M4]). Moreover, it is possible to eliminate all gauge
degrees of freedom and to explicitly construct all physical states [LSI, LS2]. In
higher dimension, a Yang-Mills field has an infinite number of physical degrees
of freedom and associated divergencies which are highly non-trivial. Moreover,
a full understanding of the Gribov problem necessary for eliminating the gauge
degrees of freedom is beyond present day knowledge. Hence a non-perturbative
treatment of the divergencies in the fermion sector can only be a first, though
probably very important, step towards a deeper understanding of the gauge theories
we are ultimately interested in, e.g. QCD3+i.
Appendix A
In this appendix we prove the explicit formula (59) for the 2-cocycle χ(U, V; F),
valid for all F G Gr\(h\ e) and U, V G G\(h; ε) in some neighborhood of the identity.
From the results of Ruijsenaars [Rl] one learns that for U e G\(h; F) Π U(h; F),
the implementer of the Bogoliubov transformation ecu in Πp can be written as 1 8
f\U;

F) = E(U; F)N'(U; F)

(Al)

with
z

{U;F)a

E(U; F) = e +-

a

* *Γ(Z++(U;

F)ΘZ—(U;

F)')

-Z-+iU;F))aa9

χe

( A 2 )

((•)' = CF( )*CF) an operator on FQϊ) satisfying
(Ω,E(U; F)Ω) = 1

(A3)

((•, •) is the inner product in F(h)), and
N'{U\ F) = det(l + (Z + _ (U; F))*Z + _ ([/; F))" 1 / 2

(A4)

a normalization constant; here we introduced (P± = 1(1 ± F ) ) ,
18

The prime is used to indicate that the phase convention for these implementers differs from
the one leading to the F-independent 2-cocycle (59)
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Z++(U\ F) = P+UP+ -P + UP-[P-UP-Γ ι P-UP + ,
Z+-(U; F) = P+UP-[P-UP-]~l ,
Z_+(f/; F) = -[P-UP-ΓιP-UP+

,

Z__(t/;F) = [P_t/P_]- 1 ,

(A5)

and used the notation
oo

(fn+,A+-f-)a*(fn+)a*{CFf-),

A+-a*a* = Σ
oo

A-+aa=

Y,{f-,A-+£)a(<CFf-)a{tf),

(A6)

n,m=l

well-defined for Hubert- Schmidt operators A±τ = P±A±zfPτ with {/^±}^:1 some
complete, orthonormal bases in P±h19 (see Ref. [R2], Eqs. (2.15) and (3.8) and
[R4], Appendix D).
Let U,Ve Gi(A; F)ΠU(h; F). From
f(U; F) * f(V; F) = χf(U, V; F)f(UV; F)

(A7)

and (Al), (A3) one can deduce that

Mr-. *-"<?£»:% "εmr-.n

(A8)

with
E(U, V; F) = {Ω,Γ(U)E(V; FU)Γ(U)*E(U; F)Ω)
= (Ω,Γ(C/)e- z -+ ( K ; i r t / ) α < 3 Γ(C/)*e z +- ( ί / ; F ) f l * a *Ω)
(

(A9)

)aa

(we used Γ( )Ω = e Ω = Ω).
By (A5), (A6) and (38),
υ

Γ(U)(Z_+(V; F )aa)Γ{Uγ

= (Z^+(V; F)aa)

with
Zυ_+{V; F) = UZ-+(V; FU)U* = Z_+(UVU*; F) ,
hence with the formula
(Ω,eA-+aaeB+-a*a*Ω) = det(l +Λ-+5+_)
(see Theorem 3.2 in Ref. [R3]) one obtains
ε(U, V; F) = det(l + [uV—]-\uV-+)U+-

[£/—I" 1 ) ,

(A10)

where we introduced the notation
Aεεf=PεAPβ,
19

Vε,ε ; e{+,-}

See Ref. [CR]; note that Z±Ψ(U; F) e B2(h) (cf. Appendix B)
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and
U

V

U

U

Using ( V-+ U+J) = ( VU)—
det'((

(A12)

= UVU*.

U

and introducing the determinant

- ( V—U—)

•)—) = det(F + + ( •)—)

(A13)

in P-h, this can be written as
£(£/, V; F) = det!([uV—]-ψVU)—[U—Γι)

.

(A14)

Similarly, we obtain for (A4)
N'(U; F) = (det(l + [£/*_]- 1 (£/*)_ + £/ + _[C/__]- 1 )Γ 1 / 2
= (d&t'([Ul_]-l[U—]-l))-V2 .
As UVU=

(A15)

UV and
det(C/*
f

C/) = det( •) ,

U

one has N (UV; F) = N'{ VU\ F) and N'(V\ Fu) - N'(UV;
in
χ ψ, V, t) -

F), and (A8) results

(

where we used repeatedly some basic properties of determinants. It is easy to check
that the determinants in (A16) exist for U, V G Gi(A; F)ΠU(h; F ) . 2 0 Moreover, if
U, V are even in G0(A; F)ΠU(F)(h; ε), we can write (A16) as

with
'det'(£/I_)\
U

u

1/2

/det(F + + F _ t / * F _ )
u

(A18)

As VU=UV
and β[( V; F) = β[(V; F ), we can write (A17) locally as
coboundary: χr = δj?ί (5 cf. (22); note that # obeys (15)).
Thus for U, V G Go(A; ε) Π U^F\h\ ε), we can transform χf to a F-independent
expression by multiplying it with the 2-coboundary δβ, where locally β(U; F) =
β[{U; ε)lβ[(υ; F), i.e.
a{U;F))^12

+

+ a(U;F))*
with
20

Use

ί/

1 c/

1

c/

1 c/

[ F__]- ( Ft/)__[t/__]- = P_ + [ F__]- ( K_
and the fact that U±ψ G 52(Λ) for C/ G Gi(Λ; F) (see Appendix B)
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1

+ [P°_UP°_]- ) - 1 .

(A19)

It is convenient to write this as

'

Vdet 2 (l + a(U; F))*exp(tr(P° α(£/; F)P% + P°_a(U;

(A20)
(we used det(l + a) = det 2 (l + α)exp(tr(α ++ + a )) which follows from
tr(a±zp) = 0 and the definition of det2( )) Using the lemma in Appendix B one
can easily prove that for U G Gλ(h; ε)ΠU(F\h; ε\F G Gxx(h\ ε), one has
a(U; F) G B2{h\ hence β(U; F) (A20) exists. It follows that δβ is locally a
2-coboundary of G\(h; ε), and the implementers
f(U; F) = Γ(U;

(A21)

F)β(U; F)

obey (51) with the 2-cocycle χ — δβχf which is (locally) F-independent and equal
to (59). Note that
f(U; F) = E(U; F)N(U; F)

(A22)

N(U; F) = Nf(U; F)β(U; F)

(A23)

with
equal to (80).
Appendix B
In this appendix we summarize the basic properties of operators in Gp(h; ε),
gp(h; ε) and Gvp(h; ε), p G N.
For ε a grading operator, P°± = ^(1 ± ε) are orthogonal projections on Λ, and
we introduce the notation
Aεε, ΞE P°εAP°ε, V ε , ε / G { + , - }

(Bl)

for all linear operators A on h; moreover, it is sometimes convenient to use the
following 2 x 2-matrix notation:

Ά++
Lemma

A+-\

ie

_ (\

£

o

(i) A unitary operator U on h is in Gp(h; ε) if and only if

(ίi) A bounded, self adjoint operator u on h is in gp(h; ε) if and only if
«+_,«_+

eB2p(h).

(Hi) A grading operator F on h is in Grp(h; ε) if and only if
F + _ , F _ + G B2p(h\

(F - ε ) + + , (F - ε)__ G Bp(h) .
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Proof. By using the matrix notation (B2), (i) and (ii) immediately follow from

V + o"+)

<B3>

To prove (iii), we note that by definition, F G Grp(h\ ε) if and only if (F — ε) G
B2p(h). This is equivalent to
e

(F - ε)±±9F±ψ
But as F2 = 1,

(F - e)*±±(F - ε)±± = F±±F±±

=

T

2F±± + P°±

T2(F-ε)±±-(Fτ±)*FΨ±,

hence for F±τ e B2p(h\ (F - ε)±± E B2p(h) if and only if it is in Bp{h).
Appendix C
In this appendix we evaluate the Kac-Peterson cocycle (70).
Assuming that U9 V G Go(h; ε) and close to the identity, the 2-cocycle (59) can
be written as 2-coboundary: χ = δβ\, with β\ (60). Thus for u9vego(h; ε), we
have by our general discussion in Sect. 3.2 c\ = —άb\ with

and d defined in (33). As
0_Qitup0_ _pθ_=

p

__

itu

+ O(/

2)

(using the notation introduced in the Appendix B), we obtain
bι(u; F) = -tr(κ__) .
Therefore
c{u,υ; F) = -άbι(u,v; F) = -&,([«,»]; F)
(Cl)
by the cyclicity of the trace. This is finite for all u,v E G\(h; έ), and identical with
(70) (as is easily proved by using the matrix notation (B2)).
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Appendix D
In this appendix we prove that χ2(U, V; F) (90) (p = 2) with β2(U; F) (92) is of
the form (91), hence can be extended to all F G Gr2(A; ε) and U9 V e G2(A; ε) Π
<V(h; ε).
{F
For U, V e Gi(A; ε)C\U \h\ ε\F e Gri(A; ε), the 2-cocycle (59) can be written as
(Dl)

X(U,V;F)*J
with (we use the notation from Appendix B)
X(U, V; F) = det(l + [U—Γι C/_ + F + _[F__Γ 1 ) .

(D2)

Similarly, the 1-cochain (92) is

with

Q)

(D4)

As (D2) is equivalent to
X(U, V; F) = exp(tr([C/__Γ 1 C/_ + F + _[F__Γ 1 )
x det 2 (l + [ t / _ _ ] - 1 t / _ + F + _ [ K — Γ 1 ) ,
all we have to show is that
δB2(U, V; F)exp(tr([C/__]- 1 C/_ + F+_[F__]- 1 )) = exp(tr(F2(t7, V; F)))
allows for a continuous extension to U, V e G2Q1; ε)ΠU^F\h;
We have

ε),F G Gr2(/!; ε).

Y2(U, V; F) = [U—Γι C/-+F+_ [V—Γι + \F-+U+- U*__

+
The relation [C/ ]- 1 ί7

λ

u

{F)_+V+-V__

l

( V * U * ) —
F-

. (D5)

= (C/*£/)__ = U1_U— + (£/*)_+[/+_ implies

[£/__]-' = £/!_ + ( £ / * ) _ + t ^ - E t / — ] " 1
using also (ί7F)+_ = t / + _ F + ί/++ V+- and a similar relation for {Fu)-+ =
(U*FU)-+ and (V*U*)
we obtain (the symbol " ~ " below means "equal up to
terms which are obviously trace-class for all U, V € G2(A; ε),F e Gr2(A; ε)")
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(we used ί/* + £/++ = -Γ/* _[/_+) ,
)__ ~ F_+ £/++ F+_ F*_ £/*_ + F_+ £/+_ F__ F*_ £/*_

hence

tr(72([/, F; F)) ~ tr Qc/*_/^_+ £/++ K+_ r _ - ^ F _ + C/++ FV-K*_£/*_) = 0
due to the cyclicity of the trace.
Appendix E
In this appendix we evaluate the Mickelsson-Rajeev cocycle [MR]. From our general discussion in Sect. 3.2 we have
c2(u, υ; F) = c(u9 v; F) - db2(u, υ; F)
with c\ the Kac-Peterson cocycle (Cl) and
b2(u; F) = τ^fc(e i ί M ; F) \t=o
with β2 (92) we obtain (we use the notation introduced in the Appendix B)
62(11; F) = -tr(w_ + F + _ + w+_F_ + ) = __tr([iι,ε][F,ε]) ,
and
db2(u, υ; F) = b2([u, υ]; F) - b2(v; [F, u\) -f b2(u; [F, v])
which gives (after a lengthy but straightforward calculation)
άb2(u,v; F) = -tτ(F++(t; + _κ_ + - w+-i>-+)
hence
c2(w,y; F) = 2 t r ( ( F ~ ε ) — ( u - (F identical with (99).
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